
DELAC Executive Committee Meeting 

Tuesday, June 16, 2015 

11:30 AM -12:30 PM 
 

Members present:  Edgar Barrera, DELAC President 
                                 Shirley Aldazabal, DELAC Secretary 
Interpreter:              Sonia Barron, District Translator 
District Liaison:      Alicia Grissom, Academic English Learners and Student Support (AEL/SS) 
 

Meeting Minutes: 
 

Alicia Grissom, Specialist in AEL/SS, described the requirement to update LEA Goal 2 and 
shared that this update includes the following: 

•Plan intended to enhance the core services offered in LCAP 

•Directs the use of Title III federal grant funds in the amount of $653,953 

•Plan is focused on six key areas: 

•AVID Excel 

•ELD Summer School 

•ELD Mentors training 

•Supplemental R180 ELD at 9 secondary sites 

•Partial salary support for PD (3 ISS and 1 SD) to meet the exceptional needs of  

  English learners 

•Rosetta Stone licenses to support recent enrollees in U.S schools and their 

  parents 

DELAC officers asked questions regarding trainings that are offered to teachers and asked 
whether more impact would be made through introducing new programs to students who are 
learning English.  Alicia responded by describing in detail the use of English Language 
Development Mentors at each site and the supplemental training they received from Specialist 
in the AEL/SS Department.  This trainer-of-trainers model is funded through Title III and the 
model provides support to sites through face-to-face, high quality professional development that 
is replicated at school sites.  

Questions were also asked regarding the availability of summer programs for students who are 
learning English and whether this is the only opportunity for students to receive this type of 
support.  Alicia described how the summer programs are supplemental and are in addition to 
the programs and services offered during the school year.    

The DELAC secretary asked whether English Language Development (ELD) is included in the 
plan.  Alicia described how a portion of the funding is used to provide a supplemental summer 
ELD program in order to meet the needs of the students most at risk of not achieving proficiency 
in English.   

The DELAC officers indicated that the activities and expenditures were clear to them and that 
the application has been approved by the committee. 
 

Minutes respectfully submitted by Alicia Grissom 

                     


